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Abstract

As times become increasingly digitized and the importance of IoT_(Internet of Things)
technology still growing, the number of IP-based IoT devices is also sharply increasing.
This has the advantage of improving the quality of life because by increasing the numbers
of IoT devices, but IP-related security threats are also increasing together while the
system for preventing these threats is insufficient. In this paper, we study the IP exposure
notification system for IoT devices using IP search engine ‘Shodan’. First, we study the
keywords to search the IP address of IoT devices. After that, we output the result file
about those keywords using Shodan API. Finally, we develop a web-based IP exposure
notification system for IoT devices using the output file and Google Map API. In the
future, we can develop our system combining this study and the IP exposure threat level.
It can also prevent the threat of countries or public institutions.
Keywords: IoT (Internet of Things), IP Address, IP Search Engine Shodan, IP
Exposure, Google Map

1. Introduction
As times become digitized and the IT technology is fused to devices, the number of IPbased IoT (Internet of Things) devices is sharply increasing. IoT is a promising
technology that expected the economic effect of 1.9 trillion dollars and a market creation
of 300 billion dollars. Development of IoT technology helps make life more convenient
and increases national competitiveness, but it can also increase security threats of IP
exposure at the same time. We can be threatened by invasion of privacy and system
hacking of public organization. We can also be threatened by data leakage, data
forgery/tampering, camera hacking, DoS (Denial of Service) attack, backdoors, etc. [1-4].
It is urgent that a countermeasure to these threats be created.
In this paper, we study an IP exposure notification system for IoT devices using IP
search engine Shodan. First, we study the keyword for gathering IoT devices’ information.
After that, we search the IP address and some other information using that keyword, and
output the results to XML file. Finally, we develop an IP exposure notification system
using the extracted data and Google Map API. It displays how many exposed IoT devices
exist in a certain area. Figure 1 shows the system diagram.
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Figure 1. System Diagram

2. Related Research
2.1. Internet of Things (IoT)
IoT is the network of physical objects or “things” embedded with electronics, software,
sensors, and connectivity to enable it to achieve greater value and service by exchanging
data with the manufacturer, operator and/or other connected devices based on the
infrastructure of International Telecommunication Union’s Global Standards Initiative.
IoT allows objects to be sensed and controlled remotely across existing network
infrastructure, creating opportunities for a more direct integration between the physical
world and computer-based systems, and resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and
economic benefit. Each thing is uniquely identifiable through its embedded computing
system but is able to interoperate within the existing Internet infrastructure. Experts
estimate that the IoT will consist of almost 50 billion objects by 2020. IoT devices are
used in various cases. It used in Smart Home System, Wearable Devices, Smart Car
Devices, Living in Close Contact Devices, Smart Energy Devices, Industrial and
Environmental Devices, etc. [5-7].
2.2. IP Search Engine ‘Shodan’
Shodan provides searching data for IP addresses and some other information. Although
there are a lot of search engines nowadays, Shodan is the most powerful search engine as
of now. Shodan lets the user find specific types of computers connected to the Internet
using a variety of filters. Some have also described it as a search engine of service
banners, which are meta-data that the server sends back to the client. This can be
information about the server software, what options the service supports, a welcome
message or anything else that the client can find out before interacting with the server.
The Shodan IP search engine is designed to crawl the Internet and attempt to identify and
index connected devices. Shodan engine collects more than 500 million IoT devices in
one month. It also collects data mostly on web servers at the moment (HTTP port 80), but
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there are also some data from FTP (21), SSH (22), Telnet (23), SNMP (161) and SIP
(5060) services. Using Shodan, researchers identified thousands of Internet-facing devices
associated with industrial controls system [8-9].

3. Gathering Information from IoT Devices Using IP Search Engine
Shodan
3.1. The Kinds of Information Provided by the IP Search Engine
The kinds of information that can be provided by Shodan search engine can be divided
into two types. The first one is provided by the web page, and last one is provided by
script console using IP search engine API. First, information provided by the web page
has only basic data such as IP address, connected country, connected city, server name.
But information provided by script console has more useful data than web pages such as
port number, affiliation, latitude/longitude including the data of the web page. We
compare the two types of this information in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Compare Information between Web Page and Script API
Because information provided by web page can get only fragmentary data, it is difficult
to use in this study. Information provided by script console can also get many useful data
such as location information or port number, which makes it appropriate for use in our
study. Also, it is appropriate to produce output using script programming, so we use script
API for gathering information.
3.2. A Module Gathering Information from IoT Devices with Python
The script API of Shodan, an IP search engine, is used in three ways. The first way is
using Python Language, the second way is using Ruby Language, and the final way is
using Node.js Language. We use \ Python Language in order to take advantage of the
result file variously because it’s very useful and makes it easy to interact on the web. In
order to use Shodan API in Python, we purchased a Shodan license and input a license
key to Python script. After that, we specified the XML file’s attributes to make a basic
form of XML file. Then we input the query string, and we ran the query to get result data.
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After we entered the information of IP address in the <IoT> tag in XML file, creates a
XML file finally. Figure 3 is the contests of the resulting XML file. Many <IoT> tags are
contained in <Shodan> tag, and <IP>, <PORT>, <LAT>, <LNG>, <CNTRY> tags are
contained in each <IoT> tag. <IP> tag is information about IP address, <PORT> tag is
information about port number, <LAT> tag is information about latitude, <LNG> tag is
information about longitude, and <CNTRY> tag is information about country.

Figure 3. Result XML File

4. Developing an IP Exposure Notification System Using Information
from IoT Devices and Google Map API
In order to develop the IP exposure notification system, we express information of the
exposed IoT devices on Google Map using the resulting XML file as input. First, we enter
the five attributes stored in the resulting XML file to array list. Information of IP address,
port number, latitude, longitude, country is input into individual array. After that, we use
this individual array in order to objectify the exposed IoT devices information. Table 1 is
a configuration of that object. It has five attributes from Shodan API, which are IP
Address, Port Number, Latitude, Longitude, and Country.
Table 1. Object of Exposed IoT Devices Information
No.

Attribute

Type

Description

1

IP Address

String

Exposed IoT device’s IP address

2

Port Number

Integer

Exposed IoT device’s port number

3

Latitude

Float

It is used for marking latitude in Google
Map

4

Longitude

Float

It is used for marking longitude in
Google Map

5

Country

String

Exposed IoT device’s country
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Using the latitude and longitude attributes of that object, we marked information of this
object on Google Maps. Because of these marks that indicate the information on Google
Maps, we can see how many IP exposures are within a certain area. If public authorities
take advantage of that, they can be used as a way to warn that IP exposure is dangerous to
that area. Because we also display their information, they will know which IoT devices
are dangerous to exposure. Figure 4 is the result of executing this system.

Figure 4. Execution Window of the IP Exposure Notification System

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Security threats posed by IP exposure of IoT devices have been appearing more
often. Although large and small security threats such as hacking of personal web
camera or national IP-based CCTVs are affecting our lives, the study for a system
that radically prevents exposure of IP is still insufficient. It will become a major
security threat of IoT devices.
In this paper, we studied an IP exposure notification system for prevent this
threats. Through this study, we confirmed how many IP address are being exposed
to the Internet, and we could see that access to the system with the exposed IP can
be easily done. Because most of the exposed IP-based IoT devices can be easily
accessed through their IP address and port number, it would be a big threat for IoT
devices in the future.
In the future, integrated security management systems combined with IP exposure
notification systems and IP exposure levels can be studied. Through this system, we
can search the exposed IP address and estimate the IP exposure level to each IP
address. Then we can measure the degree of risk of the IP exposure. Also, if you use
this system in state institutions, you can reduce the threat in accordance with IP
exposure ranging from personal to national.
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